Low doses of cis-flupentixol attenuate motor performance.
We evaluated the effects of cis-flupentixol on reinforced responding. The experimental subjects were rats and the reinforced response was a lever press. The procedure was a five-component multiple schedule that provided five different reinforcement rates. Cis-flupentixol produced dose-dependent decreases in reinforced responding. An equation, the matching law, was fitted to the results. One parameter of this equation represents the estimated response rate asymptote. Cis-flupentixol produced dose-dependent decreases in the asymptotes. A second parameter of the equation represents the rate of reinforcement that maintains a one-half asymptotic response rate. Cis-flupentixol did not appear to affect this measure. There is evidence that the response rate asymptote measures motor components of response rate and that the reinforcement parameter measures the efficacy of the reinforcement maintaining the response. According to these results, cis-flupentixol systematically affected the motor-component of reinforced responding-it slowed down lever pressing-without affecting the subject's sensitivity to the reinforcer maintaining the response. In contrast, other neuroleptics have decreased the subjects' sensitivity to reinforcement, according to the matching law measures.